Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Potter Class:
Fine diner:uAmelie Humphrey for always saying please
and thank you in the dining hall.
Proud cloud: Aaron Khan for having a positive growth
mindset both at school and at home.
Kipling Class:
Fine diner: Oshana Gordon for always using good
manners in the dining hall.
Proud cloud: Dylan Falconer for always having a go
and not giving up.

Parent’s evening
You will be receiving your parent’s evening
letter shortly. Please remember to fill in and
return as soon as possible so we can try and
allocate you a time that is convenient for you.

Things to remember
Next Tuesday will be school photos.
.
Mrs Wong, Mrs Haines and Mrs Moss
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Learning this week
We have had lots of exciting visitors during
feeling good week!
On Monday Crick Crack theatre joined us for
some story telling activities. This inspired us to
write our own stories. In the afternoon we
were lucky enough for year 6 to come and
share some of their fantastic stories with us.
On Tuesday we learnt some circus skills. It was
lots of fun and we definitely had to use our
growth mind set!
We were lucky to have a visit from Edward’s
dad who shared his knowledge of how rocks
are formed with the children. Following on
from that we were also fortunate to be able to
have an impromptu forest school session
where the children investigated different soils
for our science topic.

Wet Weather
Please can you remember to provide your
children with wet weather clothes to keep in
school so that they always have the chance to
go outside.

Handwriting
We are teaching the children the cursive script
in school. If children are ready, they are now
being taught to join some letters. On the back
of this newsletter is a copy of our cursive script
so that you can reinforce this at home. As you
can see very letter starts on the line with a ‘tail
in’ and finishes with a ‘tail out’ (ready for
joining). All letters should be in proportion to
each other with clear ascenders (tall lines e.g. l,
t, k, b, d, h, f) and descenders (lines that go
below e.g. p, q, g, y, f, j).

A Time to Shine
NEXT WEEK’S TIME TO SHINE IS FOR:
Potter class: Hedgehogs group

Kipling class: Kaa group

